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Join three friends on a fun leaf-finding adventure! This bouncy new version of the popular song
begs to be read out loud.There are lots of beautiful fall leaves to find! Three friends have a big
adventure hiking over a mountain and through a forest to collect leaves of all kinds and colors.
What will they do with all their leaves at the end of the story? Jump and play in them, of course!
With easy rhyming text and fun sound effects, children will delight in this rollicking autumn story.

About the AuthorSteve Metzger is the bestselling author of over sixty children's books, including
Detective Blue, Pluto Visits Earth!, The Turkey Train, When the Leaf Blew In, Five Little Sharks
Swimming in the Sea, and the Dinofours series. Steve lives in New York with his family.
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Why Do Leaves Change Color? (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Science 2)



Adetayo A., “Lovely. My babies love this story. We sing it as a song and they always love it when
we do that in the classroom.”

Abigail E. Chappell, “Cute, engaging book. This is a very cute, engaging book for preschool
students.  They liked the "sound words" and the repetitive text.”

Kathleen C., “Cute story, great pictures!. My kindergarteners LOVED this Story! They sang and
did actions. It reminded them of Bear Hunt.”

Amy, “Good for getting kids moving. At first, I was disappointed in this book. I bought it because I
had heard and loved the audio version of "Going on a Bear Hunt." It isn't quite the same,
although it has plenty of motions. The best way I can put it, is that it isn't as sing-songy as the
audio version of "Going on a Bear Hunt." But, I took it to read to my son's kindergarten class
and it was a huge hit! They loved it because I didn't make them sit in their spots to listen to a
story. I let them stand up and do the motions with me. So, I feel differently about it now and do
really like it.”

Haley, “Very cute book daughter met under 2 giggled and loved story. My daughter favor book!
She giggles and laughed all the time. This is my second replacement because for nap time she
did decide to tear a page but the price was to good that I just had to replace it again! Totally
recommend for kids even under 2 she can’t read but she enjoys the story!”

Doggymcnuggets, “Cute retelling of a familiar story. I use this book with my preschool students.
They are familiar with the "Going on a Bear Hunt" song and this story follows that same formula
of going through different places. I like the bright vivid pictures and the idea of showing different
trees and their leaves.  It is a simple repetitive story and my students really enjoyed it.”

Grace, “Cute book for fall. Very cute book structured like going on a bear hunt. I used this with
my students for a fall-themed book and they all generally enjoyed it.”

Schotzi, “speech therapy approved. Awesome book! It has a great repetitive theme, which is
ideal for children. I use it in speech therapy all the time.”

Maria, “A nice autumn book. This was a lovely book to read ti my class (ages 5-6) before going
on our autumn hunt. It mentions a number of different types of leaves which my class wanted to
find on Google. We then went and searched for those around where we live.A good hook for the
start of a lesson.”



Sandra E., “Super Book for youngsters. Perfect for my grandson who has speech problems as
he can actually repeat it now as I read it to him. Wonderful, easy to follow and great for the
autumn/fall.  Also encourages children to love and protect nature.”

The book by Seymour Simon has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,718 people have provided feedback.
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